Dear Fisher,

Here are notes on trains. Please let me know which you select to come by, and you will be met at the station. This reminds me that I ought to have said before this that my illness last summer has made me a good deal older, so to speak. I cannot walk for more than an hour or hour and a half at a stretch. Early to bed, 10 o'clock, late to rise, after breakfast in bed. So I do nothing like 10-30 a.m. It is far to tell you this, for it makes them worse while for you to come. Lastly you will hardly know me, with a long white beard. In that respect, you cannot cast stones.

Ask if you change anywhere. I mean I think you do.

As for Sunday trains, they are very
had some French wine; but I could send you to Three Bridges, where there are trains about every hour or half-hour. Only we could settle that after you come.

Wait Monday night, unable for you to stay longer possibly. I hope so.

Yours truly,

L. Darwin

P.S. I am assuming that you come Sat. June 3. Almost any day would, however, suit us.